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Willow Wind Farm: CLG Meeting Minutes 
 

Date    Thursday, 3rd September 2015, 7-9pm  

Location  Tayinloan Village Hall, Tayinloan, PA29 6XG 

CLG Attendees Rosie Vetter (RV), Good Energy; James Ryle (JR), Good Energy; Caroline 
Henderson (CH, Chair) and Jodie Gordon (JG), Bellenden; Margaret 
Pratt (MP), West Kintyre Community Council; Lee Bastow (LB), West 
Kintyre Community Council; John Fryer (JF), Killean Parish Church; 
Christine O’Hanlon (CO), Kintyre Turbine Watch; Hugh Thomson (HT), 
South Knapdale Community Council; Lesley Black (LeB), Wind Towers 
Scotland.  

Apologies Cllr Anne Horn (Kintyre and the Islands, Argyll and Bute Council); Cllr John 
Armour (South Kintyre, Argyll and Bute Council); Neil McKnight (Tarbert 
Academy); Anne Martin (Kintyre and the Islands); Ishbel MacKinnon (South 
Kintyre Development Trust); Margaret Wallace (Argyll Voluntary Action); 
Amanda Card (Kintyre Recycling); Katie Evamy (ALI Energy).  

Overview 

 

1. Welcome and introductions 

EM welcomed both CLG members and the audience to the meeting. CH asked everyone to sign in 

using the attendance sheet and pointed out fire exits. CH then explained the agenda for this 

meeting 

2. Apologies for absence  

Apologies were noted for the following people: 

• Cllr Anne Horn (Kintyre and the Islands, Argyll and Bute Council) 

• Cllr John Armour (South Kintyre, Argyll and Bute Council)  

• Neil McKnight (Tarbert Academy) 

• Anne Martin (Kintyre Way) 

• Ishbel MacKinnon (South Kintyre Development Trust)  

• Margaret Wallace (Argyll Voluntary Action)  

• Amanda Card (Kintyre Recycling)  

• Katie Evamy (ALI Energy) 
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3. Minutes of last meeting and matters arising 

CH explained that minutes from the last meeting had been published on the Good Energy website 

and sent to CLG members. CH asked if there were any questions regarding this. There were none. 

CH then said that viewpoints, which were discussed at the previous meeting would be raised 

during the update on site assessment and planning activity by RV. 

4. Proposed election of a Chairperson 

CH explained that following from the first meeting, Kyle Renton MSYP had offered to put himself 

forward as chair. CH explained that as Kyle was not in attendance at this meeting, Bellenden will 

continue to chair the CLG as agreed by members at the last meeting.  

5. Good Energy’s update on site assessment and planning activity 

CH then handed over to RV to provide an update on site assessment and planning activity.  

RV introduced herself as the project manager and asked the CLG members to ask any questions 

as she went through the presentation she had prepared. 

RV gave an update regarding scoping and consultee responses. RV explained that nearly all the 

baseline assessments had been completed for the site, explaining that there was still a winter of 

bird surveys to be completed. RV said that the two met masts are due to be installed the week 

commencing 21st of September 2015. RV also added that Good Energy had approached 5 

properties regarding noise surveys and that one had so far agreed to allow noise monitoring. RV 

added that a ‘design chill’ was due in November 2015 with a planning application expected to be 

submitted in the Spring of 2016 after the bird surveys had been completed.  

RV said that Good Energy was currently exploring a number of access options. RV mentioned that 

Good Energy had met with Wind Towers and that her preference would be to bring the turbines 

into site from the south of Kintyre. LB asked where the turbines would come off from the A83 as it 

was a large road. RV said access could be through land currently owned by the projects 

landowner. RV said that there was a need to discuss the various access options internally before a 

decision could be made. MP asked if there would be a need for two access roads. RV said that she 

didn’t think it would be cost effective for Good Energy to have two access roads onto the site but 

this needs to be confirmed. RV highlighted that the previous application on the site had internal 

tracks crossing from the northern to southern parts of the site. CO said that turbines back then 

would have been much smaller than turbines today. MP asked RV about whether Good Energy still 

intended to go past JF’s house. LB said that much be one of the options and RV confirmed that 

this was the case. RV said that there were some issues with this route and that Good Energy 

would need to assess this fully. JF said that the contractor’s yard operates there and that lorries 

managed to use down that track. MP highlighted the size of some modern turbines, saying they 

may not fit on that existing track. RV confirmed that the northern access looked to be more difficult 

but that it couldn’t be ruled out. RV said that she felt it would be better for Good Energy to be able 

to come off the A83 sooner if bringing the turbines up from the south.  

RV then discussed the location of met masts. RV mentioned that the previous application in 1995 

had installed met masts but the most recent application previous to Good Energy’s - in 2006 - had 

not. JF said that met masts were installed in 2006 and RV said that she would try to find details of 

this. JF said that the masts were erected by WindChill and RV said that she would follow up on this 

to see if she could find any detail.  
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MP asked when the met masts were going to be erected. RV confirmed this would start the week 

commencing 21st of September. RV said that Good Energy would update CLG members on any 

changes to this date. RV explained that once installed, Good Energy would be able to measure 

wind speeds for the site. 

RV then went on to point out the layout of turbines as they currently stand according to the scoping 

submission. RV emphasised that this layout was indicative and would be subject to change. RV 

pointed out some of the constraints within the site boundary. RV highlighted that the potential 

visual impact of the southern cluster of the wind farm could be greater than the northern, 

something LB and CO agreed with. LB asked for the closest distance between the A83 to the 

boundary of the site in order to find out the closest a turbine could be from the road. CO asked 

which would be the closest turbine. RV explained that it would not be possible to confirm this 

before turbine locations had been confirmed and said that she would find out the distance between 

the closest boundary point and the A83.  

RV showed a map of existing and planned wind farm developments in the area. JF explained 

where the proposed Ronachan Wind Farm would be and noted that if both West Coast Energy and 

Good Energy were granted planning permission, that there would a continuous line of turbines. LB 

agreed. CO also agreed and said that the proposed turbines were all near the coast, rather than 

further inland. MP commented that Good Energy was more advanced in their proposals than West 

Coast Energy, however. MP also noted that there was meeting to discuss the Ronachan proposal 

on 4th September 2015.   

The public enquiry for both the proposed Blary Hill Wind Farm and the proposed Creggan Wind 

Farm were then discussed. RV said that she thought it showed that the planners were taking the 

appeals seriously through considering both applications together. MP commented that this was 

because both had hit planning at the same time. MP said she thought it might set a precedent, 

however.  MP said it would be the Scottish Government who make the ultimate decision and 

thought that their decision would be dependent on how close they were to meeting their climate 

change targets. JF agreed and said it would be a political decision. LB, CO and MP agreed. RV 

said that she was aware of how much was going on in the area. CO said that the turbines were 

being put closer and closer the coast and that it would impact on scenery.  

MP asked if the scoping report comments she had made had been accounted for. JR thanked her 

for her comments and said these would be incorporated into the final planning application.  

RV showed the group a ZTV of the current layout and explained that this was indicative as the 

turbine locations had not yet been confirmed. HT got up to take a closer look at the image. LB 

asked if Good Energy had confirmed locations for viewpoints. JR said this has been updated to 

reflect the responses from SNH and from CLG members. MP said she knew they had had been 

updated to reflect this Input.  

JF asked if there would be a problem with flicker. HT commented that there could also be glint that 

would attract the eye. RV said that there would be an assessment for shadow flicker.  

MP said that while the met masts would show the potential height of the turbine hub, these masts 

were slimmer than the turbines that would be installed. JF said that it would also be important to 

note the blade height on top of that measurement and said it could be an extra 50m. RV said that 

that would be potential as turbine type had not been confirmed yet.   

RV showed the CLG VP 1 (from Point Sands) and stressed again that the turbine locations 

presented were indicative and subject to change. CO said that the turbines as they stood would 
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command the hill point. LB explained that she had asked RV to put these together and that the 

turbine locations were not fixed but that it was helpful to see indicative viewpoints. HT said he was 

disappointed to see the turbines situated on the ridge. LB said that it was important to remember 

that the locations of the turbines here were subject to change. CO asked if the turbines could be 

moved back on the peninsula. MP asked the depth of land available, aware that site constraints 

would make moving the turbines east quite difficult. RV said it had to be a balance of suitable 

development area, wind speed and views. RV confirmed that potential landscape impact was a 

challenge with this site. CO and HT agreed it would be. JF commented that there was not a lot of 

scope on the site to move the turbines further back. MP agreed, saying that visibility would be a 

problem with the community and with planners. RV said that she was aware that the previous 

application was refused partly on landscape grounds. 

RV then showed VP 2 from Tayinloan Ferry Terminal. CO said that she thought they would hugely 

affect the landscape and would not be suitable at the height Good Energy had proposed. RV 

stressed again that these images were indicative.MP commented that this was one of the 

viewpoints West Kintyre Community Council has asked for, so noted that it had been included.  

RV then showed the viewpoint from Gigha Hotel and confirmed that there would be visibility from 

Gigha. MP, however, highlighted that their community-owned turbines were visible from the 

mainland. JF said that the turbines on Gigha were smaller and CO agreed. LB, however, reiterated 

that they were visible.  

JF asked if you would be able to hear the turbines. RV said noise surveys were still to be 

completed.  

RV then showed the viewpoint from the A83 at Muasdale and noted that there was minimal 

visibility from here.  

JF said that tourists would be deterred from visiting if there were turbines all the way down Kintyre. 

HT agreed. CO said that developers just cared about making money and said that people do not 

want to see their environment destroyed. JF agreed.  

CO asked why Good Energy were progressing this site when they know it had been refused twice 

previously. RV said that Good Energy understood cumulative concerns and noted that the site had 

favorable wind speed. RV said that Good Energy want to ensure minimal impact.   

JF asked Good Energy why they thought the circumstances with geese on the site had changed. 

RV said that there had been a lot of work on geese mitigation in the last 10 years and that studies 

have shown that in some instances that geese have been observed avoiding turbines. RV said that 

she would be happy to bring a goose expert along to a meeting if that would be useful. CO said 

that Kintyre should be left to nature. RV said that Good Energy has a meeting with SNH and RSPB 

to discuss ornithology.  

MP said that commercial forestry damaged moorland wildlife and that cutting down of forestry had 

been shown to be beneficial to local wildlife. LB agreed. MP said, however, that protected species 

cannot be ignored so Good Energy would need to plan. RV said that there have been mitigation 

success stories on other wind farm sites, using Beinn an Tuirc as an example in terms of their 

habitat management plan for golden eagles.  

HT said he thought that the freeze design date of November was very soon after consultation. He 

asked if Good Energy would be allowing a discussion on layout before design freeze. RV said that 

some of the assessments are nearly complete and therefore ready to feed into a design freeze or 
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chill. RV suggested that Good Energy could present a design chill to discuss with the CLG.  HT, 

MP, LB agreed that this would be good.  

6. Good Energy’s update on community engagement activity 

LB said that it concerned her that no one from the community was in attendance. A conversation 

ensued as to why this was the case. LB said that she would feel uncomfortable making a decision 

for the community who possibly don’t have strong feelings either way about the proposal. HT 

suggested a CLG might be intimidating to people. LB said that the meetings had been well 

advertised by Good Energy. MP agreed and said that attendance was also a problem at 

community council meetings. JF said that he had phoned David Spy to ask him if he was attending 

and he had said that it would be a “waste of time” and that the proposal would eventually go to the 

Scottish Government who would make the decision. MP added that there as a big problem with the 

Scottish Government overruling on policy and that people feel helpless about it. CO agreed. LB 

said that not attending would not make the process any better.  

MP said that it was unlikely that you would get someone being outwardly supportive at a wind farm 

CLG. LB said that Wind Towers will be and the hundreds of people who work there. JF said that 

Largie Estate would be too.  

JR said that the public exhibitions would be a more informal way for people to find out about the 

plans and said it would be great if members could help spread the word about the public 

exhibitions and get more people along through word of mouth. CO agreed that more people would 

come to the public exhibitions. LB asked if it would be to share the information from the feedback 

forms with the community council, so they could better represent their area with regards to the 

proposal. JR warned of the limitations due to Data Protection, but said Good Energy would 

investigate the possibility of inserting a box for people to indicate they would be happy for their 

details to be shared.  

HT asked why members of the public could only ask questions at a particular section of the 

meeting. RV said that it was difficult but important that the CLG maintained a structure. LB agreed 

and said that without that a CLG meeting could get out of hand. HT suggested holding the 

meetings more informally, with a circular table. MP agreed that it was important that people could 

participate, but said that it was important to maintain a structure. LB agreed.  

MP said that it would be great to get more representation from the community as currently when 

writing a response she would have to say that the community were apathetic as members of the 

local community did not attend meetings and had not commented on the proposed wind farm.  She 

also noted that of the 699 people on the electoral role in her community council, that often she 

would be receive representation from a minority objecting and not know the opinions of others. MP 

said that she would love the funding to be able to conduct surveys to help inform representations. 

HT said that this would be problematic as the majority are not affected by wind farms and a 

community council should look after those with reasonable concerns first, as they did in his area. 

MP said that sometimes she feels that she writes on behalf of 6 or 7 people who believe they are 

speaking for the whole community, but that they genuinely do not know views of the wider 

community.  

CH asked in order to encourage further community engagement if it would help to start the CLG at 

7.30 as LB had suggested before the meeting. LB said that this was more suitable for her. CO 

agreed to this time. MP asked if this would be ok for HT as he had to travel. HT said that he 

wouldn’t need to come to a CLG now until design chill was discussed.  
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CH also highlighted that Good Energy had attended the Kintyre Agricultural Show and the Mull of 

Kintyre Festival and asked if there were any other events that would be good to attend. The 

Clachan Smallholders’ Gathering and Tarbert Music Festival were both raised but there was 

consensus that these would be too short notice to now attend. It was agreed that Good Energy 

should look to attend an event nearer to Tarbert when one comes up, given Good Energy had now 

attended two in Campbeltown.  

7. Future meeting dates 

CH asked when would be a suitable time for the next meeting. It was agreed that late November 

would be best to discuss design chill and public exhibition feedback forms. CH confirmed that the 

next meeting would take place in late November 2015 at 7.30pm, on either a Wednesday or a 

Thursday, as suggested by members. LB asked Good Energy to keep in touch with CLG members 

after the public exhibitions. RV confirmed that they would.  

8. Public questions 

As no questions had been submitted by the public, CH moved on to discuss any other business. 

10. AOB 

JF had sent Good Energy a one page sheet with ideas for projects that could use wind farm 

funding in Kintyre ahead of the CLG meeting. CH asked JF if he would like to provide an overview 

of this, if other members were in agreement. 

JF said that wind farm developers should have to make a real contribution to major projects. He 

provided examples, including reduced electricity charges locally, solar panel installation for old 

buildings in community use, and the restoration of 12th century church yards (for which he said 

Historic Scotland had put funding towards, but which required match funding). MP said that she 

thought this was right and that if the wind farm was going to be near a particular community that 

community should benefit. MP then described that she was in the very early stages of working to 

establish a West Kintyre Development Trust. She said there would be access to more funding 

through the trust vehicle and said they would be asking developers to pay into it. MP also raised 

rural poverty and rural depopulation as big issues locally.  

JR explained that Good Energy was committed to offering a community benefit package with a 

minimum total value of £5k per MW. Good Energy was keen to emphasise that the development 

could bring benefit to the community in a number of different forms. JR said he was aware from the 

previous meeting that the consensus had been to keep discussion of community benefit separate 

but asked if the CLG would like to dedicate a future meeting to community benefit to discuss in 

more detail.  

MP said that that would require members of the community in attendance. LB said that she didn’t 

think there should be any mention of community benefit at the CLG, for at least the next 2 or 3 

meetings. CO and MP agreed. MP commented that another developer in the area had not held a 

meeting to discuss community benefit until after they had gained planning consent. RV also agreed 

and said that if the proposal gains consent there would be enough time to discuss community 

benefit then.  

JR added that the public exhibition would set out broadly the types of community benefit that could 

be offered, and ask the community for feedback in this regard.  
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HT asked if it would be possible to send the papers regarding the design chill ahead of the 

November CLG meeting so that there would be an opportunity to draft any questions. JR said that 

he would confirm whether this was possible and would depend on timing.  

The meeting then closed.  


